
 

Howard Music is moving - to Ministry Of Illusion

Howard Music is moving studios to Ministry Of Illusion in Bryanston.

In an industry which fears stagnation, Adam Howard has taken his fresh ideas and production values and raised the bar,
winning over scores of top clients. The results are plain to see (or hear as the case may be). 

Adam will be moving Howard Music lock, stock and barrel into the West Studio at Ministry Of Illusion in Bryanston as of the
4th of August. Although Adam will be based in their premises, the Loerie and Clio-winning, pulse-raising sounds of Howard
Music are set to improve not only the MOI productions, but also the existing core clients of Howard Music. Here Howard
Music will compose, produce and final mix.

Adam is, needless to say, very excited about the move. "It's a great move for Howard Music, and I'm really excited about
working with as enthusiastic a team as the MOI. My brand new studio will offer my clients the very best in music and audio,
and the facilities at MOI are just fantastic." 

Howard Audio joins forces with Kabza De Small and Ofentse Pitse with Red Bull Symphonic 25 Apr 2024

Howard Audio picks up 4 Creative Circle Best Of 2023 awards! 20 Mar 2024

Howard Audio teams with In Bloom to bring awareness on gender issues 13 Mar 2024

Howard Audio features at Creative Circle Awards 15 Feb 2024

Howard Audio features in the Loeries rankings 2023! 2 Feb 2024

Howard Audio

At Howard Audio we do sound differently. Our composers and engineers combine original music, sound
design and final mix in a state of the art studio to create emotionally captivating audio.
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